
WIND FARM  
OPERATIONS

INDJI WATCH FOR 
WIND FARM 
OPERATIONS PROVIDES 
SUPERIOR AWARENESS 
OF SIGNIFICANT 
WEATHER EVENTS  
THAT ENDANGER  
YOUR EMPLOYEES, 
DISRUPT YOUR 
OPERATIONS AND 
IMPACT YOUR PROFITS.

Indji Watch   Call: 650.641.2653   Email: info@indji.net   Online: www.indjiwatch.com

Superior lightning monitoring

Wind farms continue to grow in size and sites with over 200 wind turbines are the norm these 
days.  One wind farm can stretch over 20 miles in distance and you need the confidence that 
no matter where your employees are, the entire property is being monitored, and not just a 
point in the middle of the wind farm.  Indji Watch delivers customized watch and warning zones 
which conform to the boundary of your wind farm, giving everyone equal protection and more 
accurate and intelligent alerts.  To our clients that equals a greater level of safety.  John Burkhart, 
Maintenance Planner, Brookfield Renewable Energy Group says it well,

Superior planning and scheduling tools

The push in the industry is for efficiency in operations, maximizing productivity and increasing 
turbine up-time.  With that goal in mind, Indji Watch provides you the tools to more accurately 
plan your day and anticipate hazards that could send your schedule into chaos.  Indji Watch is 
the only solution that delivers forecast radar and forecast lightning from high-resolution NOAA 
models that predict the location of lightning and thunderstorms up to 12 hours in advance.  Our 
clients can now plan their day with increased confidence and safety as a priority.   

“ Switching over to the Indji system has allowed us to ensure the safety of our personnel and 
it also eliminated false alarms we saw from lesser systems. Our employees are safer, they 
trust the warnings they get. and we don’t have needlessly lost work time from false alarms”  

MONITOR YOUR  
ENTIRE WIND FARM  
IN INDJI WATCH!

A partner in the industry

You know competition is heating up in 
the industry and you need to find ways to 
position your company as the leader.  To 
facilitate that you need partners like Indji 
Systems who is there to work with you 
step by step.  Bob Szymanski, Director of 
Operations Technologies, EDF Renewables 
summarizes their Indji Systems experience, 

“the Indji team has been responsive 
 to our requests for support and new 
features, actually soliciting our input  
on ways to advance the product.   
From the technical competencies to 
product improvements to near-real-
time support, they have met our  
expectations and delivered on both 
product and service.”

SEVERE STORMS 
WITH LIGHTNING 
APPROACH A  
WIND FARM IN  
INDJI WATCH!


